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Glossary

Endō Shûsaku (1923-96), novelist
  "Kamigami to kami to" ("Gods and God"), 1947
  "Katorikku sakka no mondai" ("The Problem of the Catholic Writer"), 1947
  "Aden made" ("As Far as Aden"), 1954
  "Kôridji kan" ("Coleridge Hall"), 1955
  "Yûshoku jinshu to hakushoku jinshu" ("The Colored Races and the White Colored Race") 1956
  Umi to dokuyaku (The Sea and Poison), 1958

Frantz Fanon (1925-61), psychiatrist, writer, anticolonial activist
  "L'Expérience vécue du noir," 1951
  "Le syndrome nord-africain," 1952
  Peau noire, masques blancs, 1952
  "Antillais et africains," 1955
  Les damnées de la terre, 1961

Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-80), philosopher, playwright, novelist
  "Orphée noir," 1948, preface for Anthologie de la nouvelle poésie nègre et malgache, ed. Léopold Senghor
  La putain respectueuse, 1947

hakujin hyôjun shugi, "white-person standard-ism"

Esprit, leftist Catholic magazine published by Seuil
Jean-Marie Domenach, Deputy Editor of Esprit
Francis Jeanson, editor of Seuil "Esprit" book series
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